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Home Space: Youth Identification in the Greek Diaspora
Georgina Tsolidis
School of Education, University of Ballarat, Australia
Vikki Pollard
Faculty of Education, Monash University, Australia
This article draws on a larger study on schooling and diaspora using the case of the Greek commu-
nity of Melbourne, Australia to examine processes of identification of young people with access to
minority cultures. The Melbourne Greek community is long-standing, diverse, and well-established.
Because of this, the young people involved in this study provide insights into cultural processes not
related in any direct sense to migration. In most cases, it was their grandparents or great-grand-
parents who migrated. Many have 1 parent with no ancestral link to Greece. In this context, the
motivations for and ways of expressing Greekness have the potential to illustrate identification as
ambivalent. This article explores the centrality of “home” in these young people’s representations of
self. Following de Certeau, the argument is made that their everyday experience can be interpreted
as an act of “anti-discipline.” As “users” of the Greekness, they are bequeathed through family, com-
munity, and schooling; and they use “tactics” of cultural redeployment that allow creative resistance
and reinterpretation of both “Greekness” and “Australianness.”
Young people growing up in countries with a history of immigration, such as Australia, have
immediate engagement with the complexities that surround cultural identification and how these
play out within and between public and private spaces in the context of cultural globalisation.
There is evidence that such young people fashion selves with playful artistry and considered
intention (Tsolidis, 2006; Tsolidis & Pollard, 2009). This is a process that occurs in multiple
spaces conjured by birthright, circumstance, travel, technology, and imagination. For these young
people, these are spaces that operate at the micro-, messo-, and macrolevels, each responsive to
Correspondence should be sent to Georgina Tsolidis, School of Education, University of Ballarat, P.O. Box 663,
Ballarat, Victoria 3353, Australia. E-mail: g.tsolidis@ballarat.edu.au
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148 TSOLIDIS AND POLLARD
globalisation. In such contexts, youthful identification is a form of becoming whereby there is
investment in the process rather than any telos.
In this article, such identification is explored in relation to adolescents living in Melbourne.
Specifically, we are concerned with students who identify at some level with Greekness, indicated
through their attendance at schools where Greek language and culture are taught. We argue that
such young people, given their diasporic birthright, have the potential to illustrate the shortcom-
ings of views of identification that privilege the linear. For them, it is not a matter of being Greek
and becoming Greek Australian on the way to being truly Australian. Such a view, which has
had traction in discourses of assimilation, discounts the movement and change that characterises
the points of embarking and departing and assumes a contained neatness that is ill-conceived.
Instead, we consider such young people as characteristic of Hall’s (1996) understanding of dias-
poric identities whereby they invoke an historical past with which they still connect and at the
same time evoke new representations of what it is possible to become.
Diasporic identification occurs in transnational spaces, including the spaces created by satel-
lite television, the Internet, and other technologies (Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou, 2003;
Panagakos, 2003; Tsaliki, 2003). For the young people involved in this study, family exists in
Australia, in Greece, and often in other countries where Greeks have settled. Schooling can take
in materials developed in Greece, taught in Australia by teachers who have been trained in either
country. Their sporting heroes may include those who play soccer for Greece and those born in
Greece who play soccer for Australia or a British team. With regard to fashion and music, their
preferences are likely to include popular culture from countries such as the United States and
England, often reworked in response to localised identity politics (Tsolidis & Pollard, 2009). In
the context of such experiences, we were struck by the depth of feeling that accompanied the
students’ use of “home” in discussions about identification; and, in this article, we are interested
in exploring the meanings the students brought to the term and how it was commonly linked to
Greekness when used.
THE STUDY
The study on which this article draws was an investigation of diasporic identification and the role
of schooling. The Melbourne Greek community was selected as an exemplar of such processes,
in part because it has a strong presence and maintains a range of social structures intended for cul-
tural sustainability. There are a large number of schools that offer Greek language and culture in
Melbourne. Some are mainstream government, Catholic, and independent schools where Greek
is offered through the formal curriculum as a “language other than English” (LOTE). Most are
part-time or “after-hours” schools (Tsolidis & Kostogriz, 2008) that operate through the Greek
community, including on a commercial basis. In addition, there are three full-time day schools
associated with the Greek community, which centre Greek language and culture in various ways.
Significant Greek migration to Melbourne predates the most notable influx that occurred after
World War II. As a result, the community is diverse in terms of history of migration, socioeco-
nomic characteristics, political views, place of origin, and place of settlement (Gilchrist, 1993;
Tamis, 2005; Tsolidis, 1995). Through the study, the intention was to capture this difference by
working with a variety of school communities. In addition, the aim was to work with different
types of schools, including full-time day schools, commercial and non-profit community-based
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IDENTIFICATION IN THE GREEK DIASPORA 149
schools, and mainstream schools where Greek was offered as an alternative to French or Italian,
for example. We underestimated how difficult and time-consuming it would be to gain entry to
such schools and, although some elements of difference were captured, these were less com-
prehensive than we would have liked. The full-time, independent schools associated with the
Greek community that offer various forms of bilingual education all declined to be involved in
the study. The reasons for this illustrate more general issues about researching within schools
that occupy cultural “borderlands” (Anzaldua, 1987). To various extents, each of these schools
had been involved in numbers of university studies and, understandably, had “research fatigue.”
Research in schools creates a burden on staff, students, and community; and a range of question
marks remain about how this research may support the work of the schools. These questions are
particularly pronounced in relation to schools that sit outside the mainstream and, by their nature,
trigger academic interest (Tsolidis, 2008a).
The study gained entry into one public secondary school where Greek was taught, and four
after-hours schools where students attended classes either on Saturday mornings or during the
week in the evenings. Two of these after-hours schools operated in a Melbourne suburb with
a strong history of Greek settlement. Originally a working-class suburb, it attracted post-war
immigrants in significant numbers due to its proximity to industrial estates that offered employ-
ment. Chain migration consolidated the Greek community and a range of associated institutions,
including a full-time Greek school linked to the Greek Orthodox Church and many Greek shops,
restaurants, and cafes. Although both of these schools operated on a commercial basis, one did
so as part of a large enterprise that ran classes throughout Melbourne. The principal argued that
parents expected an approach that favoured the use of Greek language at all times and the use of
materials distributed through the Greek government for use in the diaspora. This school encour-
aged strong ties with Greece, with annual school trips, and some staff at the school came from
Greece directly to teach. The other school in this area was established by a teacher who con-
sidered her approach to teaching and learning progressive and in direct competition with that
offered at the other school. She described her approach as more creative, less dogmatic, and in
tune with how students lived Greekness in contemporary Melbourne.
The other two after-hours schools involved in the study were community-based non-profit
schools. One operated in a suburb that would be considered working class. Rather than strongly
identified with the Greek community, this suburb is more eclectic in character, including groups
that had emigrated from the former Yugoslavia, Turkey, and Malta. This Greek school attracted
a large number of students whose families had immigrated from Cyprus in the mid-1970s; and,
as such, this represented a relatively more recently arrived community. The relationship between
Greece and Cyprus is complex, and this is reflected in Australia. The relationship between these
two countries and differences in culture and language are seen as beyond the scope of this article.
However, every attempt has been made to acknowledge Cypriot identity when this has been
referred to specifically by participants.
The remaining after-hours school was in a suburb, which would be seen as more affluent by
comparison to the others already described. This had a reputation for a more flexible attitude
to the teaching and learning of Greek language and culture. Many of the students had one par-
ent with no Greek ancestry, and the emphasis here was keeping students “in touch” with the
culture rather than insisting on the acquisition of language. The government school involved in
the study was also in a more affluent suburb. Here, Greek was offered as one of a number of
LOTEs. This school was surrounded by elite private schools and had a reputation for excellent
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150 TSOLIDIS AND POLLARD
results. The emphasis was on gaining good results in final-year examinations, and the teaching
of Greek was seen by some as a means of assisting students with a Greek background toward
this end.
The methodology of the study relied on a trained bilingual teacher of Greek, who worked
with students during their normal class time. Students were asked to complete work related to
identity. The nature of this work varied in response to established teaching and learning practices
within each school and the commitment each was willing to make to the study. In each school,
students were asked to produce a cultural self-representation. Depending on school preferences,
this was undertaken in various ways, including essay writing; the completion of a questionnaire;
ongoing reflection; discussion; writing in response to various texts, music, and images; and the
presentation of various “artefacts” significant to each student, such as photographs, souvenirs,
and memorabilia. At one school, there was a policy that Greek be the only medium of communi-
cation. Students’ written work was translated for the study. In the other schools, this was not the
case and most students chose to write in English. One school had an ongoing involvement with
the project over a school year, another for 6 months. In another school, the teacher–researcher
had access to students for only several hours, and students were asked to fill in a questionnaire
based on work at the other schools. In one of the schools, the research team was not permitted to
teach; and, instead, those already employed by the school worked with students on curriculum
negotiated with the researchers over several months. In all schools, classes were made up of both
female and male students, in approximately similar numbers. Student work and transcripts of
class discussions were thematically analysed. This was done in a way that was sensitive to possi-
ble differences based on gender and school. In this article, we draw on students’ work collected
at all schools where there is reference to “home.”
Regardless of school and gender, students deployed the notion of home, most commonly
with reference to their Greekness. This is particularly interesting given their cultural self-
representations, which included images that arguably denoted the transnational character of their
families and their Greekness. For example, students included photographs of family gatherings
in homes both in Australia and Greece. These photographs were very similar in nature—young
people with arms around each other’s shoulders near tables laden with celebratory meals or
in outdoor settings, for example, near beaches. Without discussion, it would be impossible to
identify in which country these homes were located. Home was not linked to place, but instead
functioned as a cultural marker, commonly used to distinguish these students from other students
who did not share elements of their background. In this sense, home was a shared space inhab-
ited by those with a common identification related to Greekness; and, because of this, it also
demarked difference and separation.
There is an extensive literature about the constitution of Greekness (Christou, 2006;
Traiandafyllidou & Veikou, 2002), including its relation to Hellenism (Yagou, 2006). Rather
than situate this article in the context of such debates, our intention is to bring to the fore
the meanings young people growing up outside Greece bring to the term. Our theoretical
lens seeks to privilege “bottom-up” perspectives and build pictures through voices that can
become sidelined in broader academic discourses. We believe that students whose identification
leads them to study Greek language and culture in Melbourne, with increasingly distant and
sometimes fractured connections with Greece as a nation, can tell us about Greekness in unique
ways, which, in the context of cultural globalisation, have added poignancy. Our approach has
been to use the everyday of “home” as a means of understanding “grassroots” identification as
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IDENTIFICATION IN THE GREEK DIASPORA 151
it is inflected by globalisation. In particular, we draw on the work of de Certeau (1984), who
theorised the cultural politics of everyday space.
FINDINGS
The Anti-Discipline of Home
The work of de Certeau (1984) offers an understanding of how practices of everyday life resist,
appropriate, and “get along in a network of already established forces and representations”
(p. 18). These networks include such systems as the neighbourhood, the city, the law, public
spaces, and the more intimate networks of family. His work is used here to frame our exploration
of these young people’s emphasis on “home” in their cultural self-representations. Using the
metaphors of battle, de Certeau aimed to learn how individuals lay claim to “spaces instituted by
others” (p. 18):
People have to make do with what they have. In these combatants’ stratagems, there is a certain art
of placing one’s blows, a pleasure in getting around the rules of a constraining space. We see the
tactical and joyful dexterity of the mastery of a technique. (p. 18)
This research explores constrained space by discovering “imprints of acts” (de Certeau, 1984,
p. 21) upon systems. It is research that searches for differences made upon systems, as people
navigate their way through these systems. The navigation of systems produces discourses that
make systems habitable, not because they fill the system with meaning, but because the dis-
courses create spaces of free play. Navigation “ . . . ‘authorises’ the production of an area of free
play on a checkerboard that analyses and classifies identities. It makes places habitable” (p. 106).
Systems are not frameworks that coerce similar behaviors from individuals, but are instead “tools
manipulated by users” (p. 21) to form a sense of identity. The system does not construct the
individual; the individual results from them playing with elements of the system in small and
cumulative ways in order to make these relevant to their own rules and interests. De Certeau
argued that this process occurs collectively in ways that seep into the crevices of the matrix of dis-
cipline. Following from Foucault, he understood this discipline as a microphysics of power and,
given its potency, argued it is important to contemplate processes of anti-discipline. These pro-
cesses occur through ways of operating that are seemingly mundane because they occur through
the practices of the everyday. Moreover, he stressed the significant link between the imprint and
anti-discipline by arguing that users’ rendition of dominant discourses tells us a great deal about
what is anticipated:
The presence and circulation of a representation (taught by preachers, educators, and popularisers as
the key to socio-economic advancement) tells us nothing about what it is for its users. We must first
analyze its manipulation by users who are not its makers. Only then can we gauge the difference of
similarity between the production of the image and the secondary production hidden in the process
of its utlization. (p. 476)
Although de Certeau (1984) argued that marginality is universal because “users” are not “mak-
ers,” he nonetheless assumed the existence of unequal power relations. There exists a “silent
majority” whose art of anti-discipline remains without sign, symbol, or language; but, within
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152 TSOLIDIS AND POLLARD
this majority, there are differences based on their relative access to language, finance, and infor-
mation. Rather than grind this situation into a sense of hopelessness, de Certeau argued that it
provides opportunity to develop new tactics underpinned by “deviousness, fantasy or laughter”
(p. 479). Culture is likened to war where there is movement and counter-movement that allows
uneven rhythms between the strong and weak, mediated by compromise, conflict, and compati-
bility. “The tactics of consumption, the ingenious ways in which the weak make use of the strong,
thus lend a political dimension to everyday practices” (p. 479).
De Certeau (1984) distinguished between strategy and tactics. The former is linked to social
institutions that have a sense of permanency and place. On the other hand, “The place of a tactic
belongs to the other” (p. 480). Rather than place and permanence, tactics rely on time—on seizing
the opportunity:
Many everyday practices (talking, reading, moving about, shopping, cooking, etc.) are tactical in
character. And so are, more generally, many “ways of operating”: victories of the “weak” over the
“strong” (whether the strength be that of powerful people or the violence of things or of an imposed
order, etc.), clever tricks, knowing how to get away with things, “hunter’s cunning,” manoeuvres,
polymorphic simulations, joyful discoveries, poetic as well as warlike. (p. 481)
Comments made by the students involved in the study illustrated the centrality of home in
the way they distinguished themselves and those like them as Greek in some way. Identification
occurred within and between the spaces of home and mainstream Australian society, the latter
represented most poignantly for these students, by their school. Here, we explore the everyday
of home as a tactics of the “other”—a form of anti-discipline. De Certeau (1984) argued that
representations circulated by “preachers, educators, and popularisers” (p. 476) are manipulated
and utlized differently in the tactics used to challenge hegemonic cultural relations. We consider
whether these young people’s fascination with what makes a home Greek, including how this is
represented through media, can be read as illustrating new tactics underpinned by “deviousness,
fantasy or laughter” (p. 479).
Speaking of Home
At school I feel more Australian. We learn either German or Japanese and I do German. And my
class is a mixture of people: there are Chinese, Malaysian, everybody. And at home I feel Greek, and
I don’t know why; we don’t even talk Greek at home. (John, student)
This comment made by a teenage boy is illustrative of those made by other students involved
in this study. He drew a distinction between his home as Greek and his school as Australian.
However, in doing so, his understanding of Australian embraces ethnic diversity. In this sense,
he did not draw an immediate link between Australianness and Britishness. His reference to
language to illustrate his point was somewhat counterintuitive. Greek is not spoken within the
environment he identified as Greek, and he linked the use of German and Japanese to the envi-
ronment he identified as Australian. In this sense, Greek is understood as “other than” everything
else—it is the familiar, the domestic, and the domain of the private sphere.
In a similar vein, another teenage boy described how he felt Australian at school and Greek
at home:
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IDENTIFICATION IN THE GREEK DIASPORA 153
When I get out of the car from school I definitely feel 100% Greek. I hear the music in the background
pumping from my brother’s room, the Greek food that my mum’s about to cook, the smell of that
food, just the environment around me is all Greek. . . . The other half of the time I’m Australian
because we do things like play footy at lunchtime and people are eating pies and hot dogs. (Damien,
student)
For Damien, feeling Greek is connected with the sensual experiences of his home, includ-
ing those associated with food. This association was reiterated by other students, including
Catherine:
The thing that makes me feel Greek at home is mainly the food and family. At least every second day
we eat something that is Greek for dinner, and because Greeks eat a lot there are always leftovers
afterwards.
Kris was certain that the Greek “look” of his house made him feel Greek. His words are
worth quoting at length, as they evoke an enthusiasm for feeling Greek through the experiences
of home. Like the others, he mentioned that food and music make him feel Greek, but he also
described his father’s gardening:
Inside my house there is always the Greek radio or Greek music playing. I don’t have Foxtel1 but
when there is Greek on my parents watch it. The smell in my house smells like Greek food because
that’s what she usually cooks for us. I also have this little corner in my kitchen where it has Greek
icons and the holy light (a light with water and oil in a cup). Outside my house I have cats, canaries,
chickens and more. My dad is obsessed with his garden. He has tomatoes, vegetables, olive trees and
much more. When I bring a friend over they feel like [they are] in a different environment because
their house is really different to mine which makes me feel Greek.
These students rarely referred to Greek language as a marker of Greekness. Although they
were learning Greek, this was not their preferred language. In their homes, it was common for
English to be the main medium of communication. Where specific reference to Greek language
was made, they described communication between adults such as that between their parents
and grandparents, to music, or to Greek language television. For them, their homes were Greek
because of a look, feel, sound, and smell. This sense of Greekness was created by a range of
cultural and religious artefacts and through food, the influence of which extended into the garden.
Attention to the impact of home upon identification is becoming increasingly evident in
Australian research concerned with minority communities (Hage, 1997; Morgan, Rocha, &
Poynting, 2005; Noble, 2002; Wise, 2005). Home-building practices of such groups are related
back to the country of origin, characterised by a feeling of intense nostalgia for what was left
behind. Hage, for example, focused on how Lebanese immigrants in Australia attempted to build
a feeling of home in their new country. The aim of such home-building is described as an attempt
to create a “feeling of being there here” (Hage, 1997, p. 108). Integral to such home building
practices is the need to create a bulwark against the intrusions of an hostile Australia. “It is to
foster these homely intimations so as to provide a better base for confronting life in Australia: to
build a shelter from ‘social and cultural crises’, but also to have a base from which to perceive
and grasp Australian opportunities” (Hage, 1997, p. 108). In relation to diasporic communities,
home in this sense is often conjured as a space that captures memories of previous ways of
1 Subscribed-to television that includes Greek programming.
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154 TSOLIDIS AND POLLARD
being. It is where the family dwells and where difference is reinforced through minority ways of
speaking, behaving, and thinking. However, as minority and majority binaries blur within nations
and relationships between peoples traverse spaces that challenge the boundedness of statehood,
“home,” in its domestic sense, functions in less straightforward ways. This ambiguity has rich
and productive conceptual potential.
Although nostalgic home-building has been important for immigrant groups, our research
is concerned with how such practices are taken up by young people who are the grand- and
great-grandchildren of immigrants. How do these young women and men interpret, react, and
appropriate their parents’ and grandparents’ “positive nostalgia” and use this to imagine them-
selves as Greek outside the home? How do their experiences of home influence the habitability of
other spaces, including mainstream school? If home is conceived as a place marked by rhythms
and memories, imbricated with relations of power but nonetheless “special” (de Certeau, 1984;
Douglas, 1991); it can assume an important position in understanding the potential of diasporic
identification as anti-discipline.
Urns, “No-Arm” Statutes, Candles, and Incense
The following excerpts are taken from transcriptions of class discussions and illustrate the
markers students used to identify their home spaces as Greek. Their comments illustrate the
significance of Greek Orthodox religion and Byzantium, the reverberation of Hellenism—an aes-
thetics expressed through home crafts commonly practised by women—and lifestyle connected
to cooking, gardening, entertainment, and family relationships. These young women and men
describe their everyday life and reflect on its significance in relation to mainstream Australian
society. They also reflect on Greekness as it is taken up more generally in the diaspora through
their exploration of film. Their conversation signals a sense that there exists a type of universal
Greekness that is transnational and demarked by some particularly significant cultural artefacts:
When you walk into a Greek person’s house, you can tell that they’re Greek because of the smell of
their house. At our house we’ve got icons of God and a little candle lit up there and stuff. (Stella)
Yes. And we’ve got icons of God and The Last Supper and stuff like that. And we’ve got icons of
Mary holding Jesus in silver and gold. They’re in a cupboard so no one can touch them. Because my
grandpa and my godfather passed away, we’ve got the photos of them and we’ve got the candles next
to the icons. Next to our icons they’ve got six candles and sometimes roses or something. (Pavlos)
Yes, and it has a smoke thing. Only Greeks will have that. You always see that on our bench. And
a lot of Greek people have candles in the thing. (Maria)
In many Greek homes, a corner is set aside for the display of icons, often those associated with
the saints after whom family members are named. A candle will burn alongside these, and an
incense burner will also be used on days of particular significance. Such corners become places
for personal, contemplative worship. Although these students may not know the English word
to use when it comes to naming the objects, nonetheless, the “smoke thing” is peculiarly Greek.
Icons merge with mass-produced copies of famous portrayals of The Last Supper as illustrative
of Greekness. For these students, the significance of religion to home is evoked through the smell
of incense, the constant flame of a candle, and the presence of icons or reproductions of famous
paintings. These are linked to deceased loved ones through photographs, invoking the centrality
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IDENTIFICATION IN THE GREEK DIASPORA 155
of family to culture through time and space—a link severed because of migration or the passing
away of someone dear:
In our house we’ve got a lot of statues from our grandparents, with the no-arms and the no-tops and
the long dress, stuff like that. We’ve got them around the house. (Kris)
[W]hen we went to Greece we got a lot of stuff like Greek vases. I was doing a project on Ancient
Greece and we had to draw this vase. I had no idea what to put on mine so I went to the ones that we
had and did some of the patterns and stuff. (Joanna)
It is interesting to explore the place of urns and sculptures in imagined Greekness. In the
homes of diasporic Greeks, it is not unusual to find several replicas of ancient artefacts—urns
turned from terracotta or stylised versions made of blue porcelain, etched in gold. These sit
alongside miniatures of famous statues made of pressed marble dust—the discus thrower, the
charioteer, or a bust of Socrates. These are set on mantles, bookcases, or in glass cabinets next to
family photographs, Byzantium icons, folkloric carvings, or embroideries and crystal glassware.
These ornaments are evidence of travel and gift exchange between those who journey and those
who stay at home—a gift to a relative in Australia never met or not seen for decades, carried
back by a niece, cousin, or grandchild on their first trip to Greece.
These urns also speak of an imagined Hellenic heritage that, although comodified through
the pantheon of tourist shops, remains owned with pride by those who cannot afford the “real
replicas” sold at prestigious museums. Cast on domestic shelves with photographs and other
memorabilia, these urns link the owners with a past that goes beyond the people to the place and
its history. They are also a message sent from “home” to expatriates, reminding them not to forget
who they are, whom they left behind, and how these are significant—historically, culturally, and
toward maintaining a sense of family transnationally. For one student, the wider significance
of these items, often considered “kitsch” within mainstream Australian society, comes to mind
through a school project on Ancient Greece. The domestically familiar renders itself relevant,
almost by way of afterthought.
Non-Greek Markers of Greekness
And the other thing that makes my house look Greek is the blankets and stuff. You know Greek
people’s blankets? I have this blanket that even my uncle used to sleep in it. Even my mum used to
sleep in it. I sleep in it now. It’s one of my favourite blankets. It might be ugly, but oh well! It’s brown
and it has a tiger or something on it. And then you slip it over and it’s the other way around. A lot of
Greek people have those blankets. (Joanna)
It may not challenge our imagination to construct a link between Greekness “no-arm stat-
ues” and “smoke things.” There is a strong association between Hellenism, Byzantium, and
Greekness, albeit promulgated through the popular imagination. It is more difficult to concep-
tualise how these students link Greekness with roses, blankets, tiger motifs, and “knitted stuff.”
Through their descriptions of these things, we are provided with a clear indication of the impor-
tance of spatiality to identification. What makes this particular blanket Greek is its connection
to those who have gone before this student. Put simply, it becomes Greek because it has been
previously used by those marked as Greek. In itself, it is not peculiarly Greek. In a similar vein,
roses are Greek because they are planted by Greeks; in their own right, they possibly have a
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stronger association with other places. For these students, roses are associated with loved ones,
some deceased, with a sense of being house proud and a sense of connection with others who
value roses in similar ways. Through networks of relationships that extend over time, these mark
the space of home culturally:
My grandpa plants tomatoes and cucumbers in the front garden and the backyard. So you can tell
[he’s Greek] because he has the tomatoes in the front growing. And the cucumbers and all the other
vegetables. (Peter)
You can also tell our house is Greek because we have Greek plants in the garden—roses. Because
my grandpa—he died- but he planted it in our backyard and now it’s really huge. And it reminds my
dad of him. (Pavlos)
Gardens have become a marker of ethnic difference in Australia, where much is made of the
distinction between the ornamental gardens of mainstream Australia—with their emphasis on
bordered discipline and flowery show, relative to ethnic minority kitchen gardens—where all
available land, including that outside the strictly bounded areas of private property—deemed to
be communal because it butts up against the road or footpath—is harnessed to grow edibles.
This is particularly the case for newly arrived communities, in part because their preferred fruits
and vegetables remained obscure in mainstream market places. It is also a product of a previous
lifestyle whereby the link between the land and the dinner plate is more direct. In this way,
Damien’s father’s garden (described earlier in the article) is a space of play and labour that
creates a “local authority”—a space carved-out from the mainstream expectations of what a
suburban garden should be. Morgan et al. (2005) described such gardens as “sites of cultural
practice” (p. 94) that seek to connect the gardener to their homeland via a space in Australia.
There is a sense from these students that there is such a thing as a Greek garden. Although they
refer to edibles, they also refer to roses and trees that link one generation to another. Often, this
is also a link between one place and another—the fig or pomegranate tree planted in Australia by
a grandparent who grew up with such fruit in Cyprus, Lebanon, Greece, or Italy.
The Tastes of Home
[W]hen someone new comes in they always know we’re Greek because of the pillars at the front on
the verandah, and they know we’re Greek. And I also notice, because when I went to my friend’s
house—he was Australian—I walked past his mum’s bedroom and it was very bare compared to my
mum’s bedroom. She has all her jewellery hanging out and all her crosses and [Virgin] Mary things.
(Sophia)
Sometimes you can tell by the outside that it’s a Greek house. A lot of my Greek relatives live in
[name of suburb]; it’s like this brown brick house with a dark brown roof. And then you go inside
and it’s really neat. You never have messy Greek houses. It’s very rare. (Katerina)
And they usually have their grandma’s or their mum’s knitted things on the couches or the TVs
or something, or on the tables. (Denise)
At my grandma’s house there are a lot of those table cloth things. She has made them by herself.
A lot of Greek people sew them themselves. And then she’s got a lot of cross-stitch or something in
the frames on the walls and all that. And a lot of icons and these vases with naked men and all that.
It’s really weird. She’s got a lot of those. (Christina)
What Denise was saying about the knitted stuff. Once, I don’t know who, but like my mum’s
something . . . I don’t know. We didn’t know which house it was and then we were driving past and
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then we noticed which one it was because they had this little couch thing on the verandah. I don’t
know, but yeah. It had little knitted pillows and so we could tell. (Stella)
I think that our house and my grandparent’s house is a lot of garden with all the flowers and how
everyone is always out there watering and fixing the garden and all that. And then the inside, the
icons as most people have said. And also, there are a lot of photos of us—my brother and I and our
cousins and all that. And there are some embarrassing photos although. And also we’ve got some,
when Greece won the Euro, we’ve got just a few photos here and there. And I think as well, because
we’ve got Antenna, the Greek channel, that is always playing and my grandparents are over. And
we’ve got the tablecloths. And at my grandparents house they’ve got the, you know the clear thing
that you put over the couches? (Peter)
These students spoke with a fondness and clarity about what made their home environments
characteristically Greek. There was a particular “look” of a Greek house they described that
extended to the garden and the outside and inside of a house. Many of the things they described
are familiar within Australia as stereotypes of such homes—what is taken to be the overuse of
decorative, crocheted doilies; the Grecian pillars often added to Victorian houses in the inner sub-
urbs of Melbourne to support verandahs, reminiscent of the Mediterranean but incompatible with
the original architecture; and the kitchen gardens. There is a sense of such communities being
overly house-proud that extends to obsessive cleanliness, most often characterised through the
use of plastic covers to keep furniture from soiling. These themes are evident in these students’
comments. Their sense of their homes reflecting stereotypes of Greeks also became evident
through their exploration of the film, My Big Fat Greek Wedding (Vardalos, 2002):
I was watching My Big Fat Greek Wedding. I am sure everyone has seen it. They over-exaggerate
things. Like the garage has got a Greek flag painted on it and all the statues around the garden, and
you could tell. And it’s a bit over-exaggerated because our houses aren’t like that. (Christina)
We don’t usually have a BBQ in the front I don’t think. (Stella)
Every Greek house has a souvla [spit] in the back, in the garage or something, and every time
there is a BBQ, you will see like 50 people, all these cars around the one house. And then you will
see all these people with beers around the souvla talking. (Peter)
I love it. . . . Any nationality you should be proud of it. (Pavlos)
There is no point of being Greek if you’re not proud of being Greek. (Peter)
We’re renting, so around our area it’s mainly old people, but some P-platers like 18-year olds and
all that. And you always hear their loud music. And then when my dad comes home he always has
this loud music on and it’s Greek so it’s odd from everyone else’s. And when we put on music it’s
always loud Greek music, so it’s different from all the neighbourhood. (Stephen)
At my house in my sister’s bedroom and also in mine, there are pictures of Greek singers and
soccer players and all that because we like it and all that. Some of my friends, they just put American
singers and all that. (Katerina)
Through this discussion, we see illustrated some touchstones of Greekness that these students
recognise as common. They understand certain cultural markers, inside and outside their homes,
as significant and reflect on these in relation to broader representations of Greekness, including at
a transnational level through their exploration of the film, My Big Fat Greek Wedding (Vardalos,
2002). It is the context that may mark these as different (e.g., their recognition of roses or a
type of blanket) or as particularly Greek. In their words, we find their reinterpretation of critical
markers related to history and religion, but it is at the level of the everyday that these come to
life for these young people. In some cases, they seem not to know the correct labels to give
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these markers (e.g., the “smoke things” or the “no-arms” statues), but it is the link these create
to relatives, including those deceased, that provide the lived experience of their importance to
processes of identification. Often this occurs by contrast—what exists at home that may not exist
outside the home:
We have many Greek urns from Greece [at home]. . . . I feel Australian at school because there are
no Greek sculptures or urns. (Sophia)
Although students involved in the study were studying Greek culture and language, many were
not fluent or competent speakers of Greek. In most cases, they did not speak Greek at home with
their parents and siblings. Some did, however, speak Greek with their grandparents. Nonetheless,
Greek was a part of their everyday lives through conversations between their parents and grand-
parents, through music, and through television, as it was broadcast into their homes from Greece
through specific broadcasting channels. Most had a familiarity with aspects of Greek popular
culture, as well as what might be understood as the “must-haves” of Greek identification, such as
religion and a sense of history. Lifestyle issues were also pronounced markers of Greekness for
these students, who referred to family and food as characterising their homes as Greek. Indeed,
for some, “home” slipped between where they lived with their parents, to the houses of their
grandparents or other relatives. In this context, home slipped between place and generation.
Everyday Greekness
In describing their homes as spaces that demarked their Greekness, students were also describ-
ing what delimited their homes from the dominant cultural economy. Students provided various
descriptions of the look of their homes—a look that made these different to other people’s homes
and from spaces in which these students felt Australian. Furniture, ornaments, and religious arte-
facts; the sound of Greek music and television; the smells; the food; and conversations with
grandparents conducted in Greek, including on the telephone, all combined to make their homes
Greek. Several key elements were signalled as significant by these students, including religious
artefacts, ornaments, and handcrafts; gardens; music; television; and food. These were described
in relation to sounds, sights, smells, and a “feel.” For them there existed an archetypal Greek
home. The homes belonging to their extended family, Greek friends, and neighbours had ele-
ments in common, as did Greek homes represented on television shows and films, including
those from other countries.
We explore this everyday Greekness as a form of self-fashioning, and argue that integral to
it are tactics of anti-discipline in the sense previously described through the work of de Certeau
(1984). Such tactics are a response to hegemonic interpretations of cultural difference, which
are responsive to unequal power relations. In the Australian context, adopting or maintaining
elements of Greekness is a statement against assimilation, which in many eyes carries no obvious
benefits. Hankering for a place left behind makes some sense in relation to immigrants; but, in
the case of the Greek community, most arrived here in the mid-1960s. In this context, looking
over one’s shoulder to the country where a parent, grandparent, or great-grandparent was born
can be understood as holding little value. This is particularly the case when countries, such as
Greece, are linked in the public imagination to less-developed economies and more traditional
cultural mores relative to places such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and
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Australia (Tsolidis, 2008b). In this context, the impetus for young people to remain in some way
Greek can be read as a collective form of deviousness, fantasy, or laughter—a tactic in a cultural
war against assimilation. In these students’ comments, “home” is central to a non-Australian or
Greek identification. Their descriptions of food, music, and cultural artefacts capture a form of
anti-discipline through the culture of the everyday.
Rather than accept the more common perception that sending children to “Greek school” is
symptomatic of a regime of cultural maintenance imposed by parents, we would instead prefer to
explore it as conscious maintenance of cultural difference and a form of anti-discipline—a play
between the imposed and the response this imposition provokes. Imposition in this context is
read as operating between generations and between cultural spaces. Greek homes are portrayed
as spaces that demark difference; however, although their parents understand their homes as dif-
ferent also, such spaces constitute a natural way of being for them, almost to the point where
choice is meaningless. However, it is left to these young people to accommodate someone else’s
natural way of being within lives where cultural choices are more diverse and diffuse and con-
tribute to self-fashioning in increasingly complex ways. In this sense, theirs is a reading of a
double imprint—how their parents unself-consciously constitute the family home as Greek and
how this Greekness is then reinterpreted through their sense of how it is translated vis à vis the
mainstream.
The tactics these young people develop through their everyday lives are constituted against
an imposed order, which is itself a tactic against another imposed order—the domestic order
imposed by parents to maintain their cultural difference, which is itself a tactic against an
imposed order of assimilation. It is in such spaces that these young people develop their own
“manoeuvres, polymorphic simulations, joyful discoveries” (de Certeau, 1984, p. 481) that rein-
terpret the Greek and the Australian that constitutes their diasporic inheritance. Although there
is material evidence for this—the display of posters of Greek sporting or cultural icons—it is
more profoundly manifest in the students’ descriptions of home as a place of both belonging and
separation. In this sense, their homes are ambivalent spaces including them in a transnational
Greekness but, in so doing, excluding them from being simply Australian.
Many of the students involved in this study were so-called third- or fourth-generation Greek
immigrants, many had parents in mixed marriages, and some had parents who themselves did
not speak Greek, despite their Greek heritage. Their understanding of the representations of
Greekness circulated by their “preachers, educators, and popularisers [help us] gauge the differ-
ence of similarity between the production of the image and the secondary production hidden in
the process of its utlization” (de Certeau, 1984, p. 476). This is particularly interesting because
this process occurs in the context of globalisation and with reference to the double movement
between the cultural economies of Australianness and Greekness. This double movement takes
in the parents’ imprint of their own parents’ nostalgia for a place left behind. It moves across
place, time, and generation; and, as it does so, is reinterpreted by young people responsive to
new cultural imperatives.
CONCLUSION
Within discourses related to the education of the “migrant child,” it has been commonplace
to construct the home in contradistinction to the school. The school remains aligned with
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mainstream society and its association in countries, such as Australia, with Anglophone and
progressive ways of being. The home, on the other hand, remains embedded in the past (Tsolidis,
2001). Here we have drawn on the experiences of young people as they learn the cultures and
language associated with their homes. In most cases, this is in after-hours schools that function at
the fringes of mainstream society to provide students with a lived link to the country, language,
and culture of their forebears. In Melbourne, Australia, where there is a large and long-standing
Greek presence, there are many such schools that operate in various ways. In itself, the myriad
of philosophies that underpin the ways these schools function is testimony to the diversity cap-
tured within this community. Aligned with churches, commercial enterprises, various regions of
Greece and Cyprus, pedagogic philosophies, times, and places of operation, they remain frag-
mented. Yet, at another level, theirs is a united determination to provide a link to a way of being
apart from the Australian mainstream.
It is in these pedagogic spaces that such students come to explore how “home” takes on new
meaning, bridging various places, spaces, cultures, and times. For these young people, home is a
space that distinguishes them from Australians and links them to each other and, in some ways, to
those living elsewhere, including Greece and other countries where people like themselves may
live, including the United States. On some level, their references to “no-arm statues” and “smoke
things” is banal. Their limited bilingualism does not furnish them with the necessary finesse that
enriches such items with gravidas. However, on another level, these artefacts are invested with
significance because these students draw on them to distinguish themselves from mainstream
Australian society and, instead, link them to other places and people, including young people
with shared migration histories, in Australia and other countries. These artefacts are symptoms of
a way of life that extends to food, music, family, and aesthetics of home that is shared, including
through popular culture and facilitated by technology. It is this process of turning “home” into a
transnational belonging that engages with cosmopolitanism and with a potential to be more than
banal.
Therefore, although the Greek urns and the Greek food in themselves can be seen as little
more than nostalgic, at another level they capture a refusal to assimilate and, as such, a poten-
tial for cultural critique and creativity—the everyday as anti-discipline. In de Certeau’s (1984)
sense, this provides them with an array of tactics—“manoeuvres, polymorphic simulations, joy-
ful discoveries, poetic as well as warlike” (p. 481) that leave a particularly poignant imprint
of the meaning that the “makers” want us to take. Their everyday lives shift between conflict,
compromise, or compatibility; and, in this way, there is a reuse of the artefacts central to the
dominant cultural economy. In the case of the diaspora, there exists a double movement between
the dominant cultural economy of the “home” and that of the “host” country.
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